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Montreal and Quebec City are treasured destinations for American travelers: a corner of France in

North America. This guide, with rich color photographs throughout, captures the French-speaking

citiesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ universal appeal, from sidewalk cafÃƒÂ©s to winter sports and traditional French

cuisine.Ã‚Â   Competitive Advantage:Ã‚Â  This guide outscores the competition in key areas,

including deeper coverage of MontrealÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s renowned shopping and nightlife scenes, and

Quebec CityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s historic sights. Expanded Coverage: New hotel and restaurant

recommendations have been added throughout Montreal and Quebec City, as well as their

surrounding regions, including the Laurentians, the Eastern Townships (les Cantons de

lÃ¢â‚¬â„¢Est), and Charlevoix. Ã‚Â Illustrated Features: Several photo-driven features are woven

throughout the guide. Look for top attractions that cover monuments such as Parc du Mont-Royal

and the Fairmont Le Chateau Frontenac; boxed features on neighborhoods like Chinatown and the

Underground City that bring their personalities into focus; and spotlights on the regional cuisine in

Old MontrÃƒÂ©al and the Plateau that lay out all of the cityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fantastic local fare.

Indispensable Trip Planning Tools: City walks provide visitors with thematic tours of Montreal and

Quebec City.Ã‚Â  Itineraries cover step-by-step day trips or multi-destination visits to surrounding

regions.Ã‚Â  Hotel and restaurant Best Bets guide travelers to the top places to stay and eat by

price, style and/or cuisine.  Discerning Recommendations:Ã‚Â  FodorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Montreal and

Quebec City offers savvy advice and recommendations from expert and local writers to help

travelers make the most of their time. FodorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Choice designates our best picks, from

hotels to nightlife. Ã¢â‚¬Å“Word of MouthÃ¢â‚¬Â• quotes from fellow travelers provide valuable

insights. Free Map: A handy pull-out Montreal and Quebec City map provides added value.
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"In terms of comprehensiveness of coverage, the very accessible format, and the enthusiastic tone,

this series remains one of the best on the market." -Booklist "Fodor's super-informative guidebooks

are known for accuracy and attention to detail..." -The Sacramento Bee "The Fodor's guides are

notable for their ratings of sights, restaurants, shops, accommodations and attractions." -Chicago

Tribune "The great detail, infectious spirit, and attractive format are distinguishing traits of these

guides, which are entries in one of the top series in the business." -Booklist "Fodor's can help you

plan the perfect adventure" -The Arizona Republic "Always thoughtfully written and easily readable,

Fodor's travel guides have become a must-have when traveling to unfamiliar destinations" -Mid

South Magazine "Widely recognized as the gold standard of mainstream travel" -Honolulu

Advertiser

Fodor's helps you unleash the possibilities of travel by providing the insights and tools you need to

experience the trips you want. While you're always at the helm, Fodor's offers the assurance of our

expertise, the guarantee of selectivity, and the choice details that truly define a destination. It's like

having a friend wherever you travel. Resources that you'll want to read as well as reference, our

guide books offer current and discerning shopping, dining, hotel, and culture recommendations, as

well as compelling features and articles that convey the essence of each destination. And we are

confident that we're giving you the best information because our products are written by people who

live there. We seek to hire local writers who know their destinations better than anyone else. Our

worldwide team of over 700 travel writers bring you the latest, most accurate coverage, and like

trusted companions, reveal local treasures and everything you need to know before you arrive.

I always take a travel guide with me even on escorted tours. I've been to over 30 countries and

used many different brands of travel guide. Although DK is probably more colorful it is also very

heavy and lack detailed maps IMO. LP forget it. Moon isn't bad. By far the best are Spiral but their

locations are very limited. I had a Fodor's years ago and didn't like it. I'm happy to say that the

company has really improved the pictures, descriptions and maps. Book is easy to use and

lightweight. Essential travel companion.



Took this on a trip to Quebec City and then skiing at Le Massif (plus touring the cities in between).

The book obviously hit on most of the great places in Quebec City (although it included no mention

of the hotel we chose, Hotel Port-Royal - which I found odd since it's a fab hotel that has little

kitchenettes in each room, a huge perk if you're visiting for a longer period or like to cook your own

stuff). But the book was decidedly skimpy when it came to any outlying regions. It gave quick

synopses of different towns, but rarely provided reliable information on places to eat or stay in those

places. We had to do a lot of research online while hanging out at cafes or places with wi-fi in order

to decide where to go.Plus, I thought the maps weren't as helpful as I would like. Again, we got lost

trying to get out of quebec city, since there's plenty of detail maps of the downtown, but no good

overall map that would help us get to the highway and navigate on a broader scale...

If you're going to be visiting here, this is a great guide book. Contains lots of information, it can

definitely help you to decide where you would like to go.

OK, I made a mistake and not pick up the book before the trip. So I put it on my Kindle on the trip. I

learned my search buttons so that I got quite efficient finding the locations I needed en route.

However, I had to buy a regular map because the otherwise useful maps in Fodor's are so reduced

in size that it's mainly frustrating to use.

very useful

I found the maps and small details useful while going around. Could have included a metro map

along with green/orange line descriptions for various places.

I usually love these books for travel. This time I tried it as an e book and didn't find it easy to use. I

would order in the hard copy format.

Very useful. Met all my expectations. Would order again as needed for each location. Much better

than tripel A. Good book.
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